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Executive Summary

Even before racist political rhetoric around the coronavirus triggered a wave of hate crimes against Asian Americans, white supremacist incidents around the country had fueled a vigorous public debate about the proper responses to hate violence. In March 2020, Stanford Law School and the Brennan Center for Justice at NYU Law School hosted a convening of experts in the fields of criminal law, civil rights, community advocacy, and restorative justice to assess the current hate crime enforcement model and explore alternative approaches that could more effectively redress the harm resulting from hate crimes. The Proteus Fund, the Stanford Center for Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity, and the Stanford Clayman Institute for Gender Research provided additional support for the convening.

This report, written by Stanford Law School Policy Lab students under the guidance of Professor Shirin Sinnar and Brennan Center Fellow Michael German, assesses several critiques of hate crimes laws articulated within communities of color and other targeted communities and evaluates potential alternative approaches to responding to hate crimes. The report draws on the March 2020 discussion, as well as research within law, criminology, and other fields, to inform policymakers and community advocates seeking improved responses to hate crimes.

A “hate crime” is a criminal offense motivated by animus against certain actual or perceived characteristics of a victim’s identity. Most states and the federal government have laws that create “stand-alone” offenses or impose sentence enhancements for crimes with a bias motive. Under these laws, defendants found to have committed a crime motivated by someone’s actual or perceived characteristics may be subject to increased punishment. The enactment of hate crime laws resulted from an unlikely convergence of civil rights advocacy on behalf of frequently targeted communities and a more conservative victims’ rights movement, beginning in the 1980s. Civil rights groups were responding to the impunity that often surrounded hate violence against members of their communities, such as the murder of
Chinese American Vincent Chin by two white men who received only probation and a $3,000 fine for the crime. In subsequent decades, many civil rights groups have supported the vigorous implementation of hate crime laws with the hope of expressing strong societal condemnation for hate crimes and deterring further incidents.

But in recent years, some community groups and racial justice advocates have questioned both whether the traditional hate crimes legal approach relies too heavily on carceral solutions, especially through sentence enhancements, and whether it sufficiently responds to the unique individual and community harms of hate crimes. They have also emphasized the importance of confronting state violence, not just interpersonal violence. Calls to defund or abolish police and prisons, which have gained steam in the wake of George Floyd’s killing, reflect growing skepticism in many communities of color about the primary reliance on police, prosecution, and imprisonment to address social problems. Faced with heightened fear for their safety in the wake of hate violence, but concerned about the traditional response that links recognition of hate crimes to increased imprisonment, many within targeted communities are reevaluating that approach and considering potential alternatives. This report responds to the growing interest among community members, civil rights groups, and policymakers, in exploring a wider range of responses to hate crimes.

No single report could provide a comprehensive assessment of the existing hate crime legal approach or its alternatives. Nor could a report of this kind substitute for processes of consultation and deliberation within the many communities affected by hate crimes, which will no doubt reflect a variety of perspectives. This report aims to provide research to assist those deliberations, rather than settle the difficult empirical and normative questions that arise in this context. Some important questions are outside the scope of this examination. The report does not address, for instance, the potential dangers of prosecuting hate crimes under an expanded “domestic terrorism” statutory framework. It likewise does not address the full range of social, economic, or educational interventions possible to prevent hate crimes. Nor does it assess mechanisms to strengthen the reporting of hate crimes at the federal level. These important issues deserve additional attention. Here, the focus is on evaluating the traditional hate crime legal model and assessing alternative approaches that are designed to empower individuals and communities to counteract the injuries hate crimes inflict.

With those limitations acknowledged, this report suggests the following about the traditional hate crime legal approach:

- Existing hate crime laws do not address a large number of hate crimes because community distrust of law enforcement prevents many people from reporting hate crimes to law enforcement in the first instance;
- There are substantial questions about whether the traditional approach to hate crime is serving its goals. Specifically, impediments to investigating, charging, and proving hate crimes, including apathy within some law enforcement agencies, undermine the laws’ intended expressive function, and penalty enhancements have an at best inconclusive deterrent effect; and
- Increasing the enforcement of hate crimes laws could exacerbate existing pathologies of the carceral state, including mass incarceration and discrimination faced by individuals of color within the criminal legal system.
With respect to potential alternative responses, this report assesses: (1) restorative justice programs that respond to hate crimes and (2) social services programs for individuals and communities targeted by hate crimes. These broad categories include programs that could replace aspects of the traditional approach and others that could exist alongside it. The report finds the following:

- Restorative justice programs may offer a way to identify and mend the unique individual and community harms caused by hate crimes, while demanding meaningful accountability for those who cause harm.

  - A number of existing restorative justice programs in the United States have addressed hate crime cases within the larger scope of their work diverting selected cases from traditional prosecution or sentencing. These programs vary considerably as to their scope and eligibility requirements, including whether they focus on juveniles or adult defendants and whether they include serious felonies.

  - Restorative justice processes have demonstrated promise as a way of increasing satisfaction for those who experience harm and in decreasing recidivism. The research on restorative justice *in the hate crimes context* is minuscule, however, so more resources should be directed to experimentation with, and rigorous study of, such programs.

  - Potential issues that might complicate the implementation of restorative approaches in the hate crimes context include concerns that victims or offenders may feel coerced into participating, that offender participation could be insincere or retraumatizing for victims, or that the scaling up of existing programs will prove challenging. Further research is necessary to determine whether program design, including screening criteria and facilitator training, can mitigate these concerns.

- Support for social services and grant programs can be established, retooled, and better staffed and funded to ensure that individuals and communities affected by hate crimes receive adequate, culturally competent resources.

  - Governments can invest in programs that provide compensation, professional support, and mental health services for survivors and others affected by hate crimes, including programs run by community groups serving particular racial, religious, or LGBTQ communities.

  - Grant programs can enhance security at frequently targeted gathering places and institutions, if designed carefully to avoid the unintended consequences of private and governmental surveillance.

  - To avoid reproducing or exacerbating shortcomings of the current hate crime approach, policymakers and others must pay close attention to issues that frequently arise in this space—such as program eligibility requirements, law-enforcement involvement, and other policy features identified in this report.

Chapter I of this report defines and describes the hate crime problem, including the harms that hate crimes inflict and limitations in existing data on hate crimes. Chapter II examines several critiques of the traditional hate crime legal model raised within targeted communities. Chapter III assesses alternative responses centered on restorative justice and the provision of social services.
Chapter I: The Hate Crime Problem

Hate crimes encompass a wide range of criminal offenses committed by individuals with diverse motivations and personal characteristics. The range of underlying conduct that qualifies as hate crimes should caution against a singular policy response that treats these crimes as all alike. At the same time, the significant harms that hate crimes inflict on direct victims and the communities that share a victim’s identity suggests the urgency of developing effective responses.

WHAT IS A HATE CRIME?

While the precise definition varies across jurisdictions, a “hate crime” generally means a criminal offense motivated by actual or perceived characteristics of a victim’s identity. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), charged with compiling hate crime statistics and investigating violations of federal hate crime statutes, defines hate crime as a “criminal offense against a person or property motivated in whole or in part by an offender’s bias against a race, religion, disability, sexual orientation, ethnicity, gender, or gender identity.” Most U.S. states and the District of Columbia have hate crimes laws, though not all extend protections to the full set of characteristics recognized in federal law. Many states exclude sexual orientation or gender identity from their hate crime laws, while others include status as a police officer within their list of protected characteristics. For clarity, this report will use the FBI’s definition of hate crime, since its protected categories encompass traditionally persecuted and marginalized groups, without taking a position on the appropriateness of including other groups like those experiencing homelessness.

Hate crime laws apply to a vast range of offenses and motivations. While news coverage often focuses on spectacular acts of violence, such as mass shootings, hate crimes more often involve property crimes, intimidation, or simple assault. Less than 1% of hate crimes reported in the 2019 Uniform Crime Reports involved a murder.

Moreover, many incidents in which people use racial slurs or otherwise target people because of their identity do not constitute criminal violations, in part because of First Amendment constraints on the prohibition of speech that does not rise to the level of a threat or assault. These acts are often classified as hate incidents, but not hate crimes.

In addition, research suggests a greater variety of motivations behind hate crimes than might be assumed. Most people who commit hate crimes are not members of organized hate groups, though some studies have linked the presence of hate groups in a locality with a greater incidence of hate crimes. Nor do all act out of a clearly defined...

Note on Hate Crime Statistics

As discussed in more detail below, it is important to recognize that official hate crime statistics, which are based on data collected from the nation’s law enforcement agencies, are notoriously unreliable. Victims often are reluctant to report hate crimes to law enforcement, and the vast majority of law enforcement agencies, which lack either the ability or the will to identify and investigate these crimes, consistently report that no hate crimes occur within their jurisdictions.
belief system. One influential study creates a typology of motivations, distinguishing, for instance, between “thrill-motivated” offenders driven by peer pressure and bragging rights and “mission-offenders” motivated by a supremacist belief system. Another study identifies the most common hate crimes as (1) incidents that occur during an ongoing local conflict that has escalated over time, such as a dispute between neighbors; (2) incidents that form part of a targeted campaign of abuse directed against certain individuals; or (3) incidents that occur in public spaces committed by individuals who somehow feel aggrieved by the victim.

Researchers have also documented the diversity of hate crimes offenders along demographic lines. For instance, the data suggests that people of varying ages commit hate crimes. While most people who commit reported hate crimes are adults, many are children. Some who have committed hate crimes suffer from substance addiction or mental health problems. The reported perpetrators in hate crimes datasets also belong to a variety of racial and ethnic groups.

In sum, the research demonstrates that hate crimes involve a wide range of conduct, offenders, and bias motivations. This suggests that prioritizing one type of response at the expense of others may not be sufficient to address the complex and diverse nature of the problem.

**THE INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY HARMS OF HATE CRIMES**

Hate crimes inflict serious physical and psychological injuries that not only harm direct victims but send shockwaves through communities. Such widespread and diverse impacts require a holistic response.

Because hate crimes can involve many types of criminal offenses, the direct harm on victims varies—from intimidation and property damage to physical injury and death. Beyond direct physical harm to people and property, hate crimes can have distinct, long-lasting psychological effects on victims, leading to depression, post-traumatic stress, anxiety, and other conditions. Hate crimes appear to have a particularly acute psychological impact. For example, studies on the effects of hate crimes motivated by sexual orientation have found that “hate-crime victimization appears to be associated with greater psychological distress for gay men and lesbians,” in addition to longer recovery times, than other types of crime targeting the same communities. The American Psychological Association (APA) recognizes the links between hate crime and individual victims’ self-esteem and identity. In the aftermath of the Pittsburgh synagogue shooting, the APA’s president noted that “hate crimes have a more destructive impact . . . because they target core aspects of our identity as human beings.”

Hate crimes can also affect members of the victim’s community and reverberate across society. According to the APA, hate crimes breed fear in communities by “send[ing] messages to members of the victim’s group that they are unwelcome and unsafe in the community, victimizing the entire group and decreasing feelings of safety and security.” In addition, research on group identification suggests that “perceiving prejudice” against a group to which an individual belongs is “psychologically painful” for individuals who identify strongly with their group. Members of the broader community to which a victim belongs may also experience various feelings related to the crime, including shock, anger, fear and vulnerability, and a sense of inferiority. These feelings can lead members of the community to
change their behavior, including taking steps to make their group identity less visible or refraining from federally protected activities like voting and other types of civic engagement.

**PROBLEMS WITH HATE CRIME DATA**

In recent years, from Charleston to Pittsburgh, Charlottesville to El Paso, and communities in between, the United States has experienced a surge of heinous, widely publicized acts of hate violence. This coincides with a period of heightened division, where public officials have advanced policies and political rhetoric that marginalize the very communities this violence has targeted. Based on these trends, recently reported increases in hate crimes reflected in official data are unsurprising. Because of systemic underreporting, however, it is impossible to know the true nature and extent of hate crimes in U.S. communities.

The federal government maintains two distinct sources of hate crime data, both of which are managed by the U.S. Department of Justice. First, under the Hate Crime Statistics Act of 1990 the FBI publishes annual statistics on hate crime data submitted through the Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program, which is a voluntary data collection effort consisting of federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial law enforcement agencies. The second source of federal data on hate crimes is the Bureau of Justice Statistics’ National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). Each year, and at the direction of BJS, the U.S. Census Bureau collects interview-based data from a nationally representative sample of individuals and households about the nature and characteristics of crimes experienced during a specific period, including whether the crime was reported to the police and the victim’s experience within the criminal justice system. Since 2003, the NCVS has collected data on victims’ perceptions of whether a particular crime was bias motivated.

The UCR and NCVS produce widely divergent figures on the extent of hate crime in the United States. Between 2004 and 2015, for example, law enforcement agencies participating in the UCR program reported an average of 6,739 hate crimes per year, while the NCVS estimated an average of 250,000 hate crimes per year during the same period. Because the NCVS does not include data on vandalism or intimidation, which account for about 60 percent of the hate crimes reported in UCR statistics, the potential disparity is even more stark than these totals suggest.

Additional methodological distinctions between the UCR and NCVS shed light on these divergent figures. Most significantly, the UCR relies on reports from law enforcement officials, while the NCVS provides a countrywide estimate based on interviews with a nationally representative sample of victims. Officials reporting hate crimes through the UCR must adhere to various procedures that, while designed to ensure data quality, might lead to the exclusion of certain incidents from the record. And in some jurisdictions, responding officers might erroneously abstain from reporting hate crimes that meet the federal definition but do not match the specific offenses and protections covered in the hate crimes laws of their respective states.

The NCVS, which draws from victims’ perceptions as to whether an incident was bias motivated, is not subject to the same constraints.

Thus, the UCR does not capture hate crimes that are not brought to the attention of law enforcement. That may omit a significant number of hate crimes. According to NCVS data for 2011-2015, most hate crimes were not reported to police during that period, and about a quarter of nonreporting victims “believed that police would not want to be bothered or to get involved, would be inefficient or ineffective, or would cause trouble for the victim.” This statistic aligns with reports suggesting that fear or distrust of law enforcement contributes to underreporting.
But even when victims report hate crimes to law enforcement, the incidents might not show up in official data. In 2018, and in keeping with historical trends, just over 12 percent of U.S. law enforcement agencies “participating” in the UCR hate crime statistics program reported at least one hate crime within their jurisdiction. In other words, the vast majority of agencies report zero incidents to the federal government. This includes municipal police departments representing some of the nation’s largest cities.

Several factors could be to blame. According to the Brennan Center for Justice, just 13 states have laws that require some form of training on identifying, reporting, or responding to hate crime, while 28 states and the District of Columbia have laws requiring state or local agencies to collect hate crime data. Researchers have found that undercounts in UCR data appear to stem from responding officers’ failure to recognize indicators of hate crimes, while journalists and civil rights advocates have highlighted the role of insufficient training and procedural error in underreporting and other data collection irregularities.

In 2018, just over 12 percent of U.S. law enforcement agencies “participating” in the UCR hate crime statistics program reported at least one hate crime within their jurisdiction.

In conclusion, both the UCR and the NCVS are subject to limitations, and neither provides a definitive account of hate crime in the United States. That said, an elevated rate of hate crimes reported through the UCR, in addition to an apparent increase of high-profile acts of hate violence, has paralleled heightened concern about hate crime within various impacted communities. In 2019, for example, a coalition of advocacy organizations published results from a poll of “800 adults, with oversamples of 200 African Americans, 200 Hispanic Americans, and 200 Arab American/Middle Eastern Americans,” which found that 84 percent of those surveyed felt that hate incidents, defined as criminal or noncriminal acts in whole or in part motivated by actual or perceived race, color, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, or ethnicity, were very or somewhat prevalent in the United States. The report also found that 66 percent of those surveyed felt the problem was getting worse. Additionally, several groups, including South Asian Americans Leading Together (SAALT) and the Anti-Defamation League, a Jewish nongovernmental organization, reported spikes in hate incidents targeting their communities the year following the 2016 presidential election.

Despite the limitations of existing data, it is clear that the individual and community harms that hate crimes inflict, the reported increase of hate crimes, and heightened fears about the problem among impacted communities warrant an examination of current responses to hate crimes and an assessment of potential alternatives.
Chapter II: The Traditional Hate Crime Legal Model

The traditional legal approach to hate crime enforcement, adopted by most states and the federal government over many decades, involves either the establishment of separate hate crime offenses for crimes of bias or sentencing enhancements where prosecutors can show that bias motivated the commission of a traditional crime. This Part briefly describes existing laws and their objectives before identifying and assessing five shortcomings of the traditional model.

CORE FEATURES AND OBJECTIVES

Forty-five states and the District of Columbia authorize law enforcement to investigate and prosecute hate crimes. While the range of covered offenses and protected characteristics in state statutes varies by jurisdiction, the general model is largely consistent. If a crime fits within a pattern of conduct proscribed in the statute and was directed against one of the protected characteristics enumerated in the statute, then, depending on the type of statute, prosecutors can either charge a defendant with a standalone criminal offense or seek a penalty enhancement, which authorizes the court to increase the punishment associated with an underlying offense. For the purposes of this report, we refer to the “traditional” hate crimes model as encompassing both the standalone and penalty enhancement approach.

Some scholars have attributed the emergence of hate crimes laws to the unique convergence between civil rights advocates seeking to address the targeting of minority groups and a more conservative victims rights movement. Proponents of hate crimes laws employed criminal law theories of punishment to justify penalty enhancement for individuals who commit crimes because of a demonstrable bias motive. First, they argued that people should be punished in proportion to the harms they commit. Because hate crimes inflict harms that reach beyond the immediate victim, the punishment should be more severe. Second, they contended that hate crime enhancements deter would-be perpetrators from targeting others out of bias because they do not want to face more time in prison. A third—and perhaps the most common—justification is that hate crime laws send a message to people at large, including victims, their communities, and would-be perpetrators, that society does not tolerate bias-motivated crimes.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE TRADITIONAL MODEL

This Part assesses how the traditional hate crimes model fails to address the needs and concerns of communities frequently targeted by hate crimes. Much of the historical opposition to hate crimes laws stemmed from a different set of critiques: some questioned whether hate crimes actually resulted in greater harm than other kinds of crimes, or objected to hate crimes laws on the basis that they criminalized ideas or speech or unfairly created “protected classes” of people. This Part focuses instead on a set of concerns voiced within subordinated communities that neither question
the degree of harm from hate crimes nor the urgency of a state response. For such communities, the question is not whether hate crimes inflict greater harms on victims and their communities, but whether the traditional model is responsive to those harms.

**Community distrust of law enforcement is a structural barrier to reporting hate crimes, such that the current system does not address a large number of hate crimes.**

Many victims of hate crimes choose not to report incidents to law enforcement. As noted above, NCVS data suggests that over half of hate crime victims between 2011 and 2015 did not report incidents to police, with nearly a quarter of those victims explaining they chose not to report because of a belief that the "police would not want to be bothered or to get involved, would be inefficient or ineffective, or would cause trouble for the victim." If most hate crimes victims do not go to authorities in the first place, then the traditional legal model does not provide a mechanism for addressing the needs of most victims.

Many hate crimes survivors do not report due to fear of systematic mistreatment from law enforcement. Tensions between police and marginalized communities stem from past and present abuses that have led to death, unlawful imprisonment, and public outcries for reform. While perhaps most prevalent among Black Americans, this mistrust can be seen across a number of marginalized communities. For example, in a 2015 survey of 27,715 transgender people living in the United States, the National Center for Transgender Equality found that 57 percent of respondents said they would feel uncomfortable calling the police for assistance, and of those who, in the previous year, had interacted with a law enforcement officer who thought or knew they were transgender, 58 percent experienced verbal harassment, physical or sexual assault, or other forms of police mistreatment.

In addition to a distrust of law enforcement stemming from prior experiences of mistreatment, some victims may fear exposure and other consequences of coming forward to police or the public, including revictimization, disclosure of sexual orientation or immigration status, other privacy concerns, or fear of retaliation from those who committed the offense. The legal system also presents additional practical and procedural barriers to reporting. At the outset, police might paint the legal process as burdensome and time consuming, which discourages victims from moving forward. Cultural and language barriers may impede reporting. And victims could be unaware of existing hate crimes laws or enforcement practices. They might not know what constitutes a hate crime or understand that the crime committed against them was bias motivated.

The underreporting of hate crimes does not simply affect the ability of the government or public to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the hate crimes problem; more fundamentally, it means that the primary legal avenue in place for responding to hate crimes fails to address most incidents.

**Impediments to investigating, charging, and proving hate crimes undermine the laws' intended expressive function.**

A central justification of hate crime laws is that they send a message that society does not tolerate attacks motivated by bias. But challenges in investigating, charging, and proving hate crimes undermine this expressive function. Failures within the legal system to investigate and adjudicate hate crimes might communicate a quite different message: that protecting people from hate crimes is not a priority. As Professor Avlana Eisenberg observes, while theorists often focus on the expressive value of enacting a law, the law’s enforcement has “an expressive dimension that can either further the message of a statute’s enactment or contradict it.”
The problem begins at the investigative phase, where police may be ill-equipped to identify conduct as a hate crime, preventing the crime from being investigated as such. Challenges to both the identification and investigation of hate crimes may include inadequate training, personal opposition to hate crimes laws, a lack of supervisory commitment, the difficulty of identifying a bias motivation, and political incentives to report low hate crimes statistics in a jurisdiction.

Even when prosecutors are alerted to the possibility of a bias motive in a case, they face disincentives to bringing hate crime charges. Some prosecutors see little to gain in prosecuting a crime as a hate crime when courts already impose such high sentences for the underlying criminal offense. Prosecutors also fear that introducing a hate crime charge could distract a jury, increase the state’s burden of proof, or otherwise compromise a guilty verdict. In other cases, prosecutors might add hate crimes charges to increase leverage over defendants during the plea-bargaining stage in crimes that are not hate motivated. Finally, establishing evidence to meet the high standard of proof necessary to prove a bias motive can be challenging, particularly in jurisdictions that require showing that the crime would not have occurred “but for” the victim’s identity.

The 2015 execution-style murder of three American Muslim students in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is a tragic example of how decisions not to bring hate crime charges can send an expressive message to families of the victims and their communities, creating additional pain. In that incident, the police initially cited a parking dispute as the reason a middle-aged white man killed the three young people. But the victims’ family members repeatedly pressed for a hate crimes charge, as the victims were visibly Muslim, the defendant had made anti-religion social media posts and harassed other Black and Brown neighbors, and the parking issue appeared to be pretextual. Nonetheless, federal prosecutors did not bring hate crime charges, pointing to the difficulty of proving motivation, especially under the federal “but for” causation standard.

Multiple studies conclude that, compared to the “certainty of apprehension,” longer sentences do not have a significant effect on general deterrence.

Thus, barriers to investigating and prosecuting hate crimes often prevent the use of hate crimes charges. The result is that, rather than convey the particular stigma of hate crimes, the implementation of hate crimes laws often leads victims to perceive a lack of governmental prioritization.

Penalty enhancement has, at best, an inconclusive deterrent effect.

Limited research addresses the deterrent effects of hate crimes laws or penalty enhancements in particular, although legal scholars, nonprofits, and government agencies have studied the relationship between criminal sentences and deterrence in general. Much of this more general research finds that increasing sentence length may not, in fact, generate the deterrence that many intuitively believe would result.

Legal scholars typically differentiate between two forms of deterrence from criminal sanctions: general deterrence (the deterrent effect on the public at large) and specific deterrence (the deterrent effect on the individual prosecuted). Multiple studies conclude that, compared to the “certainty of apprehension,” longer sentences do not have a significant effect on general deterrence. This is especially true where defendants already face lengthy punishment; the prospect of an additional
five years on top of a twenty-year sentence, for instance, is unlikely to dissuade a person from committing a crime. In addition, expectations of deterrence often rely on a set of questionable assumptions about human behavior, including the assumption that people contemplating criminal acts are aware of sentencing policies and that they rationally calculate the consequences of their actions. In the hate crimes context, one criminologist argues that the deterrence rationale for hate crimes enhancements lies on several “probably faulty” assumptions: that potential perpetrators know of hate crimes laws, that they believe there is a reasonable chance they will be caught, that the addition of a hate crime enhancement will deter those who would not be deterred by the otherwise applicable punishment, and that the risk of offending outweighs benefits in the mind of people contemplating an offense.

Some proponents of traditional sentencing contend that longer prison times may be warranted to incapacitate the particular individuals sentenced so that they are not able to re-enter society and commit additional crimes, or to aid specific deterrence. But findings supporting specific deterrence have been questioned for reasons including the fact that, given heightened sentences, lower recidivism rates may reflect offenders “aging out” of criminality rather than deterrence or rehabilitation. In addition, the experience of incarceration could exacerbate recidivism. Moreover, imprisonment creates its own costs, both in terms of financing prisons and in the human and economic costs of excluding individuals from society.

While existing research casts doubt on the deterrent effect of increased punishment, there is evidence to suggest that increased police presence could deter crime because it heightens the perceived risk of apprehension. It is not clear how this evidence translates to the hate crimes context, where crimes are more rare and perhaps less likely to be identified through standard policing measures. Moreover, increasing police presence may disproportionately affect the very individuals whom hate crimes laws set out to protect—a point that the next section addresses further.

### The enforcement of hate crime laws could exacerbate discrimination within the criminal legal system against defendants of color.

Hate crime laws are designed in part to prevent and punish bias-motivated violence, but that does not mean they are immune from bias-motivated enforcement and structural discrimination that have created disparities in the criminal legal system. Anti-Black hate crime consistently accounts for about 50 percent of hate crimes motivated by race or ethnicity and a plurality of all hate crimes reported in the UCR each year. Thus, that data suggests that hate crimes affect Black victims more so than those of any other group. Still, hate crimes data also represent people of color as defendants or suspects to a surprising extent.

In 1993, when the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of hate crime penalty enhancements, it did so in a case involving the doubling of the prison sentence of a young Black man. In several recent cases involving low-level offenses, state and federal authorities brought hate crime charges against Black defendants, each of whom suffered from mental illness. Apart from these high-profile incidents, government hate crime statistics provide some insight, with the caveat that available data sources suffer from underreporting and are limited to reported incidents, not prosecutions. Several sources of hate crime offender data show a statistical overrepresentation of Black people. Accounting for about 13 percent of the U.S. population, Black people represent 24 percent of reported hate crime offenders in 2018 UCR data, and 34 percent of “violent” hate crime offenders in 2004-2015 NCVS data. Additionally, the New York City Police Department reported that, in 2018, most reported hate crime suspects and about 45 percent of those arrested for hate crimes were Black.
This data should be treated with caution for several important reasons. For one, none of the sources discussed above are based on prosecutions, convictions, or sentencing, and so provide scant information about how hate crime laws are actually used.\(^{100}\) Moreover, the source of the statistical overrepresentation is not clear. The UCR in particular represents a subset of crimes that victims choose to report to law enforcement, that law enforcement officers categorize as hate crimes, and that law enforcement agencies report to the FBI. Thus, racial disparities at any of these stages can contribute to racial disparities in the UCR numbers.\(^{101}\) Both implicit and explicit racial bias within the criminal legal system may shape judgments with respect to identifying, investigating, and classifying hate crimes.\(^{102}\) To cite a prominent example of disparate enforcement in a different context, white and Black people use drugs at similar rates, but while white people are more likely to sell drugs, Black people are significantly more likely to be incarcerated for drug-related crimes.\(^{103}\)

The identification of people of color as suspects in hate crimes cases may also reflect ongoing competition across minority groups for power or resources in contexts of deprivation. For example, inter-group conflicts between Black and Latinx communities have been well-documented in Los Angeles.\(^{104}\) The Los Angeles County Human Rights Commission reported that, in 2018, as in previous years, a majority of the county’s anti-Black hate crimes were committed by Latinx individuals, and vice versa.\(^{105}\) Hate crime scholars have described other examples of “intercultural violence among and between oppressed groups”\(^{106}\) or theorized that minority groups may compete “for the second-lowest rung on the social and economic ladder.”\(^{107}\) The application of hate crimes charges to individuals caught up in such conflicts does not address the larger circumstances that pit disempowered communities against one another. Whatever the source for the statistical overrepresentation of people of color among those classified as hate crimes suspects, the implication is concerning. Supporters of hate crimes laws generally advocated for them believing they would help address bias and violence against traditionally subordinated groups. If hate crimes laws are being used, instead, to enhance the sentences of defendants from subordinated communities already subject to over-policing and mass incarceration, that result would frustrate those objectives.

**Traditional hate crimes laws focus on prosecuting and punishing perpetrators rather than repairing the harm to victims or the communities that share the victims’ identities.**

Hate crimes laws are premised on the recognition that hate crimes inflict especially serious harm on direct victims and groups that share the victim’s identity, including trauma.\(^{108}\) But these laws aim principally to prosecute and punish perpetrators rather than heal or support survivors. To be sure, some survivors may view the prosecution and punishment of those responsible as contributing to their sense of safety, especially where other alternatives do not exist to hold perpetrators accountable. Given available options, some survivors welcome incarceration or enhanced penalties as a means to incapacitate offenders\(^{109}\) or send a “very strong message of deterrence”\(^{110}\)—some of the traditional justifications for these laws.

But hate crimes laws do not focus on repairing the harm to victims, in any direct fashion, and do not respond fully to their needs. Hate crimes legal scholar Jeannine Bell observes that, “Even when such acts are prosecuted, civil rights law, irrespective of the statute used, may not be a magic bullet for victims. It does not make them whole, even when they 'win.'”\(^{111}\)
Some survivors, activists, and community leaders, especially those subscribing to an abolitionist ethic, object to the focus on prosecution and punishment as opposed to the direct needs of victims. For instance, Black and Pink, an Oakland, CA-based organization advocating for LGBTQ people, argues:

Hate crimes laws focus on punishing the “perpetrator” and [have] no emphasis on providing support for the survivor or families and friends of those killed during an act of interpersonal hate violence. …We must focus on building our capacity to respond and support survivors and create transformative justice practices that can also heal the perpetrator (though focusing first and foremost on survivors). ¹¹²

Moreover, such advocates express concern that hate crimes prosecutions vest power in the state, rather than in communities that bear the brunt of the state’s criminal legal processes. Thus, Black and Pink contends: “Hate crime law sets up the State as protector, intending to deflect our attention from the violence it perpetrates, deploys, and sanctions.”¹¹³ In a similar vein, Rinku Sen, President of the Applied Research Center, writes, “[b]y relying on criminal justice as our only recourse, we ask the system that puts our very humanity in question to reverse the consequences of such dehumanization.”¹¹⁴ Thus, some advocates advise working on “breakthrough agendas that uphold the dignity and safety of all our people, in all our institutions”¹¹⁵ and building support mechanisms for survivors separate from the state as the “pathway to collective liberation.”¹¹⁶

CONCLUSION

The traditional hate crimes legal model often falls short in achieving its goals of expressing condemnation for hate crimes and deterring future hate crimes. Significant community mistrust of police contributes to the underreporting of hate crimes to law enforcement, while additional challenges limit the investigation and charging of hate crimes that are reported. Further, while one would assume that hate crimes enforcement would protect people of color and other marginalized groups—as many advocates for hate crimes laws envisioned—hate crimes charges also penalize members of these marginalized communities as defendants. Community organizers also express concern that the current approach fails to restore or heal victims and affected communities, or shift power back to communities rather than the state.

A variety of potential solutions could address these critiques. Reformers concerned primarily with the limited charging of hate crimes have focused on building trust between communities and law enforcement, training police on responding to hate crimes, and establishing specialized hate crimes units within police departments. A very different approach would be to imagine alternative frameworks that rely less on traditional prosecution and punishment and more on restorative justice and direct support for victims and communities—the subject of the next Part.
Chapter III: Envisioning Alternative Approaches to Hate Crimes

This Part considers two types of responses to hate crimes that rely less heavily on law enforcement and incarceration than the traditional legal model: restorative justice programs and the direction of support to affected victims and communities. The particular approaches discussed under these broad categories vary in the extent to which they replace that model or exist alongside it. Both sets of responses aim to retain the “expressive” function of hate crimes laws in communicating society’s strong disapproval of bias crimes. Restorative justice approaches seek to reduce the role of incarceration as a punishment, while repairing the harm of hate crimes and holding perpetrators accountable. Social service strategies aim primarily at redressing the harm to hate crimes victims and affected communities.

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

“Restorative justice” has gained attention as a possible alternative to the traditional criminal legal process in healing the harm to crime victims while demanding accountability from the person(s) who caused harm. This section discusses the philosophy and principles of restorative justice, describes examples of restorative processes used in response to hate crimes, and then presents a tentative assessment of the benefits and challenges with restorative processes used in this context.

What is Restorative Justice?

Restorative justice is an umbrella concept, incorporating a wide range of theories, processes, and outcomes. A prominent theorist of restorative justice describes it as “a process to involve, to the extent possible, those who have a stake in a specific offense and to collectively identify and address harms, needs, and obligations, in order to heal and put things as right as possible.”

Restorative justice approaches seek to reduce the role of incarceration as a punishment, while repairing the harm of hate crimes and holding perpetrators accountable.
It thus involves fundamentally different questions than the traditional criminal legal approach:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Restorative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What laws have been broken?</td>
<td>1. Who has been hurt?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Who did it?</td>
<td>2. What are their needs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What do(es) the offender(s) deserve?</td>
<td>3. Whose obligations are these?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What are the causes?</td>
<td>5. Who has a stake in the situation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. What is the appropriate process to involve stakeholders in an effort to address causes and put things right?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Restorative justice in the U.S. context emerged in large part as a response to problems with the traditional criminal legal system, such as mass incarceration and the excessive criminalization of communities of color and the poor, as well as questions about the effectiveness of punitive models in deterring crime and rehabilitating those who commit harm. While restorative justice emerged in response to modern phenomena, the concept has a long history, and its philosophy is rooted in the traditional justice practices of indigenous communities. Today, there are over 300 restorative justice programs throughout the U.S., operating in forty-five states. While it is impossible to draw firm conclusions on the efficacy of restorative justice, studies suggest that certain restorative justice programs promote increased satisfaction among victims and a greater sense of accountability among offenders, decrease recidivism, and reduce costs.

While models differ, a common model of restorative dialogue involves three phases: 1) a preparation phase in which facilitators meet with victims, offenders, and other possible participants to discuss expectations and concerns, and assess readiness to participate; 2) a dialogue meeting in which victims share the impact of the crime and ask questions of the person who harmed them, offenders have an opportunity to express remorse, and the participants agree on a set of reparative obligations; and 3) a follow-up phase to support and monitor compliance with the agreement. Reparative agreements may include requirements such as monetary restitution, community service, apologies, the completion of an educational or counseling program, the repair of physical damage, or other creative interventions tailored to the nature of the crime.

**Restorative Justice Practices in the Hate Crimes Context**

Restorative justice programs vary in their relationship to the existing criminal legal system. As one scholar puts it, practices are “independent” when they divert cases out of the traditional criminal process at an early stage, “relatively independent” when instituted as a part of the criminal process (often to reduce a sentence), and “dependent” when they exist adjacent to the standard process (usually post-conviction).
The section below presents examples of restorative justice processes in the hate crimes context based on the independent/relatively independent/dependent framework. The discussion focuses on programs at the more independent end of that continuum, rather than those that operate only after a conviction and in addition to traditional sentences. Note that, even in the more independent examples, restorative justice practices often take place after some involvement with the criminal legal system, such as an arrest, and with prosecution (and often potential imprisonment) available as a backstop should the alternative process fail.

INDEPENDENT PRACTICES: DIVERSIONARY MEDIATION/CONFERENCING MODELS

Independent restorative justice practices generally seek to divert or keep cases out of traditional processes. Some independent practices involve community-based programs that do not involve law enforcement at all. For instance, many restorative justice organizations engage in community conferencing practices, which allow discrete groups of people—like those from a neighborhood, school, or workplace—to “conference” about a conflict or crime in order to create “the potential for constructive engagement.” Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth, for example, conducts “conflict circles” where those who were harmed by an incident, those responsible for the harm, and other community members can come together to address the harm, support those responsible to change, and respond to impact on the broader community. Circles and other restorative practices are also gaining prominence in U.S. schools.

Other independent programs divert cases that would otherwise go through a traditional legal process to restorative processes operated by nonprofit organizations or separate government bodies. A typical diversion process begins with a referral from an agency (usually a school, police department, probation officer, or district attorney) to a professional restorative justice nonprofit or community organization. Prosecutors may place the case in a “holding pattern,” with charges neither brought nor abandoned. In some programs, prosecutors never even learn of the alleged crime from the police department, which partners directly with the program. To encourage
honesty and ensure confidentiality, providers and law enforcement often agree to memoranda of understanding (MOUs) that guarantee that information obtained during the process will not be used against the accused in later proceedings, should the process fail.\textsuperscript{134} The restorative justice facilitator then meets with each party separately to assess whether they are ready and willing to participate.\textsuperscript{135} If not, the case may be remanded to court.\textsuperscript{136} Restorative justice experts have emphasized the necessity of the process being fully voluntary.\textsuperscript{137}

If the parties are deemed fit for the restorative justice program, facilitators will then prepare each party to participate in dialogue, often including “homework” assignments and additional meetings.\textsuperscript{138} The dialogue process itself initially involves a narrative phase, where those affected by a crime “are given the rare opportunity to express their feelings directly to the person(s) who violated them” and the latter are “put in the uncomfortable position of having to face those whom they violated.”\textsuperscript{139} After discussion and agreement on reparative measures, the final step is the monitoring of the parties’ relationship and the offender’s compliance with the agreement.\textsuperscript{140} If major problems arise, such as a breakdown in process or a failure to come to an agreement, the case can be remanded to a traditional criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{141} Successful restorative justice diversion plans are generally completed within months, after which the referring agency is notified, usually resulting in the case being closed without formal charges.\textsuperscript{142}

Several U.S. programs have included hate crimes among the cases they divert from prosecution:

**Hate Crime Example 1:** Community Works West, a nonprofit based in Oakland, California, partners with Alameda and San Francisco counties to divert youth arrested for low-level felonies and high-level misdemeanors to a restorative process, the completion of which results in the non-filing of charges.\textsuperscript{143} In 2012, Community Works West in Oakland, CA, handled a case involving several youths who were accused of vandalizing a mosque and stealing the shoes of people praying inside.\textsuperscript{144} After an intensive preparation process, the parties conferenced, and the youth were asked to help build the new mosque, attend services at the mosque with their families, write an apology letter to be read during the service, and complete community service hours.\textsuperscript{145}

**Hate Crime Example 2:** Common Justice, a nonprofit organization, diverts cases from incarceration in Brooklyn and the Bronx, including violent felonies, after those responsible for harm participate in a conference with survivors or “surrogates who take their place,” complete the terms of a reparative agreement, and conclude a 12-15 month violence intervention program.\textsuperscript{146} One case referred to the program involved an anti-Semitic hate crime on the New York subway in which a young woman was badly beaten.\textsuperscript{147} After a lengthy discussion, the woman responsible agreed to a range of commitments, including “work, education, apologies, reading assignments, and community service,” as well as a requirement that she stay off the trains for a year and keep a daily reflection journal to understand the trauma and insecurity that the victim had experienced.\textsuperscript{148}

**Hate Crime Example 3:** In 2016, the Office of the Attorney General for Washington, D.C., launched the nation’s first restorative justice program housed within a prosecutor’s office.\textsuperscript{149} The program’s restorative justice facilitators work alongside prosecutors to develop alternatives to pressing charges in select cases, most involving juveniles, based on a restorative conferencing model.\textsuperscript{150} According to the program’s founder, Seema Gajwani, “[r]estorative conferences allow prosecutors to better meet the needs of victims, witness accountability in action from the person who committed the crime, and learn about the human realities and underlying causes of crime.”\textsuperscript{151} To prevent “net widening,” the program only
accepts cases in which prosecutors would otherwise bring charges, and prosecutors who participate in a conference are also barred from any future action on that case.

With the exception of “[s]ex crimes, gun offenses, homicides, and (intimate partner) domestic violence cases,” the Restorative Justice Program accepts most cases, including hate crimes. In 2019, the program handled the case of a 16-year-old involved in the group assault of a transgender woman. At one point during the conference, the teenager asked everyone except for the woman to leave, at which point he apologized to her and she accepted. They agreed that he would attend school more frequently and that she would recommend possible clients for his up-and-coming barbering business. The case would be dismissed when the teenager had followed through on his agreements.

**Hate Crime Example 4:** The Dane County Community Restorative Court (CRC) in Madison, Wisconsin melds victim-offender mediation and peace circles. The CRC has entered memoranda of understanding (MOUs) with several law enforcement agencies in the county, which, along with the District Attorney’s office, refer select cases for CRC-led Restorative Justice Circles. While most referred cases proceed through the CRC, “[n]ot all offenders who are referred to the court are accepted or agree to participate, resulting in their cases going through the normal court system.” If victims choose not to participate, or if there is no clear victim, “a Repairing Harm circle, made up of various members of the community as well as two facilitators, [acts] as a ‘surrogate’ victim to explain the impact of the offender’s crime on the community.” If the victim objects to the offender’s participation, “the CRC may refer the offender to the District Attorney or may still pursue the repairing harm circle.” The District Attorney is the final decision-maker as to the use of traditional criminal charges or the CRC alternative system.

The CRC handled a case involving an inebriated white man who taunted a Black man with racial slurs while his companion attempted to attack him. The case would otherwise have been chargeable with disorderly conduct and a hate crime enhancement. The perpetrator apologized and agreed to complete 40 hours of community service at an organization serving people of color and write five essays on his “upbringing and his relationship with alcohol.”

Stakeholders are offered an opportunity to speak about the case, including its impact on the community, and they then attempt to form a reparative agreement.

**RELATIVELY INDEPENDENT PRACTICES**

Sometimes, restorative programs supplement, rather than replace, criminal prosecution. Such “relatively independent programs” replace a portion of the traditional process, usually at the sentencing phase.

**Community Sentencing Circles**

Community sentencing models involve a group of stakeholders sentencing an offender, usually after the person pleads guilty in court. Stakeholders may include the offender, victim, family members, community leaders and members, and in some cases, the judge, prosecutor and defense counsel. These stakeholders are offered an opportunity to speak about the case, including its impact on the community, and they then attempt to form a reparative agreement. The ultimate agreement is either presented to the judge as a recommendation, or in cases where the judge, district attorney, and defense attorney participate in the circle, “the agreement becomes the final sentence.” The circle members monitor
compliance with the agreement and may remand the case to the traditional court system in case of non-compliance.172

**Alternative Sentencing**

Alternative sentencing, which involves identifying and imposing a sentence other than incarceration, is a well-established model for many courts seeking to decrease jail and prison populations.173 Alternative sentencing also offers an opportunity for sentencing to be more attentive to the harms caused to an individual and their community. As in the restorative processes described above, sentences imposed often involve community service, education, or participation in rehabilitation programs. The difference in this model is that the sentencing follows an otherwise traditional criminal prosecution.

Some communities affected by hate crimes have advocated for offenders to serve their sentences in the form of community service or education programming, and also taken on the burden of teaching the offender about them, their history, or the impact of hate acts.174 For instance, in 2014, the Sikh Coalition and the victim of an anti-Sikh hate crime asked that the offender serve out a 72-hour community service sentence with the group—an experience that the offender credited with leading him to stop drinking, hold a steady job, and spend additional volunteer hours with the Sikh community.175

Introduced in both chambers of Congress in 2019, the Khalid Jabara and Heather Heyer NO HATE Act would authorize federal courts to require defendants convicted under 18 U.S.C. § 249, a federal hate crimes statute, to participate in educational programs or community service as a condition of supervised release.176 In 2021, Congress passed the bill as part of the Covid-19 Hate Crimes Act.177

**ANALYSIS OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE IN THE HATE CRIMES CONTEXT**

Many restorative justice programs are relatively new, small in size and scope, and varied in methods and application, which makes it difficult for researchers to evaluate them systematically or compare them experimentally against outcomes in the traditional criminal justice system. Moreover, U.S. programs typically do not focus on hate crimes, but address hate crimes among many other types of crimes. Despite these methodological difficulties, some research indicates that restorative justice can be effective. Georgetown University Professor Carrie Menkel-Meadow identified several studies from North America, New Zealand, Australia, and Europe that validated claims that restorative justice “creates greater compliance with agreements or judgments, reduces imprisonment (and therefore costs to the system), provides greater satisfaction for both victims and offenders, and reduces recidivism rates.”178 And criminologist Mark Walter’s study of community-led mediation programs developed specifically for hate crimes offenses in the U.K. found that a majority of victims reported that the process “directly improved their emotional well-being.”179 While the study had a small sample size, it provides encouragement for U.S. restorative justice practitioners considering applying these practices to hate crimes.

One set of claims made for restorative justice programs is that they better support victims by allowing them to articulate the harm they experienced, receive an acknowledgment of that harm, and ask for commitments to repair that harm from the person responsible. Many victims benefit from sharing their story in an environment that affirms the significance of the harm.180 Further, unlike traditional prosecution, restorative mediations also enable victims to ask for commitments for repair that are tailored to addressing the particular trauma or sense of insecurity that those victims experienced.181 In
the Walters study, hate crimes victims cited feeling empowered by playing a direct role in resolving the conflict, supported by mediators, and comforted by the perpetrator’s written commitment to abstain from further hate crimes. In the Washington, D.C., hate crime case described above, the very process of meeting with restorative justice facilitators empowered the hate crime victim to be more open about the incident she experienced within her own community networks, providing her greater support.

Of course, not all victims will feel satisfied with a restorative justice approach. The Black victim in the hate crime handled through the Wisconsin program described above reported that he felt better after going through the process, but ultimately concluded that the men who assaulted him should have faced more severe punishment.

Centering the victim’s interests and giving them full control over whether to participate are essential elements to restorative justice programming. Some have raised concerns that survivors participating in mediation sessions might feel intimidated and retraumatized by discussing the crime, particularly if the survivor belongs to a group with traditionally lower social status than that of the offender. Restorative justice programs typically address this concern through a combination of training mediators to support victims and screening mechanisms to ensure that offenders will not blame the victims or excuse their conduct. The Walters study credited careful preparation of hate crime victims and effective facilitation of conferences as key to preventing revictimization. In the D.C. restorative justice program, the willingness of offenders to accept responsibility for the harm they caused is considered one of the most important screening criteria.

In addition, concerns over revictimization should be assessed in comparison to the current criminal justice system. In the traditional model, crime victims must tell their story to a law enforcement officer, often repeat it to a prosecutor, and sometimes restate it to a grand jury before a case even gets to trial. Crime victims often find the experience of cross-examination during criminal trials to be extremely painful. Restorative justice processes can avoid some of these difficult components of a traditional prosecution.

A second set of questions regarding restorative justice focuses on the impact on offenders. One concern is that restorative justice is too lenient an approach to serious crime. Professor Lawrence Sherman and research fellow Heather Strang, who studied restorative justice programs in Australia, argued that judging whether alternative justice measures “are ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ is not nearly as important as whether they prevent repeat offending better than prosecution in court.” An evaluation of a Washington, D.C. restorative program for youthful offenders found that the participating prosecutors “believe that the program frequently does more to hold respondents accountable than the traditional court process by requiring them to participate in the process, face their victims, be a part of the outcome agreement, and complete commitments made in that agreement.” While not hate-crime specific, restorative justice programs have shown promise in reducing recidivism rates in multiple studies. In addition, proponents of restorative responses to hate crime often believe that the experience of meeting a victim directly may also provide an opportunity for offenders to confront their prejudices.

Still, the idea that restorative justice is too lenient can be more problematic in a hate crime context, both because hate crimes are often serious crimes and because the victims typically
represent communities frequently targeted with discrimination and police abuse. Asking survivors from communities that are disproportionately punished in the current justice system to give their attackers the benefit of a restorative process may inadvertently send the message that society views racist crimes against them as less serious than other crimes for which these same communities are disproportionately punished. Therefore, the application of restorative justice to hate crime cases would benefit from a broader commitment to restorative justice, not limited to hate crimes, to avoid “sending the message that those who commit hate crimes deserve opportunities to avoid prison that are not available to others who commit harm.”

As previously discussed, the traditional legislative response to hate crime has been to increase penalties, which some may see as an attempt to correct the racial and ethnic disparities that exist in the current criminal justice system. Of course, these concerns imagine a stereotypical hate crime in which a white racist attacks a person of color, which is not always the case.

Another set of concerns relates to the rights of alleged offenders. An alternative to a likely prison sentence can be a serious inducement for an accused person to opt into a restorative program, but it typically requires admission of the crime. Defendants charged with hate crimes are often at risk of a substantial prison sentence, and may feel coerced into confessing to crimes they did not commit, or that they committed but without a bias motivation. Legal counsel must be available to provide appropriate guidance. There should also be legal protections barring the use of statements made during mediation sessions in a later prosecution if the mediation fails and the defendant is returned to the criminal justice system. Defendants entering into a restorative justice program should not be required to sacrifice their constitutional rights. One broader concern about restorative justice impacts on the rights of the accused is that mediated settlements may result in drastically different outcomes for people who committed similar crimes. Even where offenders voluntarily agree to accept the restorative measures, a grave disparity in outcomes could undermine public perceptions of equal justice.

A third set of questions on restorative justice for hate crime relates to the impact on communities who share a victim’s identity and on society at large. One question is how restorative justice can adequately address communal injuries related to hate crime cases. If the direct victim of a hate crime opts into a restorative justice solution but members of the community want to see a traditional criminal punishment, how can these communal interests be addressed? Who decides who speaks for the community? Several restorative justice practices contemplate community participation in mediation or sentencing circles. How are these participants selected? These are difficult questions, so at a minimum, restorative justice practitioners should conduct outreach with groups representing the affected community before reaching these decisions, at least in cases that have attracted significant interest beyond the immediate victims.

An important societal question relates to the impact of restorative justice programs on general deterrence—whether the establishment and publicization of such programs will affect the likelihood of other individuals committing hate crimes. While research discussed earlier indicates that increasing already long criminal sentences does not improve deterrence, a crucial but unanswered question is whether greater public knowledge that some hate crime offenders may avoid imprisonment altogether, as a result of restorative justice diversions, will embolden others to commit them. Even if individual offenders who go through restorative justice processes experience them as rigorous and transformative—making those individuals less likely to reoffend—it is not clear that the public at large, including other potential offenders, will understand them as such.
justice programs must clearly communicate that such programs do not allow offenders to “get off easy,” especially when these programs are applied to hate crimes.  

Restorative justice programs must clearly communicate that such programs do not allow offenders to “get off easy,” especially when these programs are applied to hate crimes.

Finally, the scaling up and expansion of restorative justice programs will present questions of cost. Restorative justice programs require a commitment of time and resources by all participants, particularly victims. On the other hand, it is clear that the costs of today’s mass incarceration system are enormous. The Bureau of Justice Statistics calculated the cost of the criminal justice system to be $295 billion in fiscal year 2016, which included federal, state, and local expenditures for police protection, prosecution, courts, public defense, and corrections. The estimated economic burden of incarceration is more than three times higher, however. A study by Institute for Advancing Justice Research and Innovation measured the economic impacts on incarcerated people, their families, and communities, which included costs for productivity loss, visitation, evictions, divorce, adverse health consequences, and child welfare, among other factors, to estimate an “aggregate burden” $1.014 trillion per year. Most of these expenses fall on innocent families and communities. The promise of restorative justice in relieving some of these economic losses must be factored into any cost-benefit analysis.

PATH FORWARD

Restorative justice in the hate crime context shows promise as a means of helping victims heal, providing accountability for offenders, and allaying the broader impact of hate crimes on communities—while reducing the reliance on criminal punishment and imprisonment as a solution. Still, difficult questions remain, and the current application of restorative justice to hate crimes is too limited—and too understudied—to permit broad conclusions. Answers to these questions will require greater experimentation by local governments, nonprofits, and local communities—perhaps with the support of federal funding—as well as rigorous assessment of these programs. The models, examples, and analysis provided here provide a starting point for those seeking to redress the distinct harms associated with hate crime in a manner that addresses some of the traditional model’s shortcomings.

SOCIAL SERVICES FOR TARGETED COMMUNITIES

Hate crimes cause distinct harms to survivors and their communities, which may warrant special social services to respond to such harms. The traditional hate crime model, as discussed in Part II, does not focus on “making victims whole,” while enforcement challenges undercut the intended expressive message. This section discusses five types of programs that may help support hate crime survivors while expressing societal recognition of the distinct harm of hate crimes: (1) victim compensation programs; (2) victim advocate programs; (3) culturally competent mental health services; (4) security improvements for targeted institutions; and (5) solidarity initiatives spanning affected communities.

GOVERNMENT-FUNDED VICTIM COMPENSATION PROGRAMS

One way to support hate crime victims and their communities would be to expand existing compensation programs for crime victims. Every state in the U.S. runs programs to compensate victims of certain crimes. According to the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office for Victims of Crime, compensation “may include fees for medical
and dental care, counseling, funeral and burial expenses, and lost wages and income. Victims can apply for compensation if their economic loss is not already covered by their insurance or by another government program. While these programs can provide critical support for victims, some challenges arise in the hate crime context. Advocates must therefore explore avenues to expand and change these programs to better serve hate crime victims.

The Challenges of Victim Compensation Programs

Legal scholars Shirin Sinnar and Beth Colgan have discussed several limitations of applying victim compensation funds in the hate crime context. First, eligibility requirements for victim compensation do not cover the breadth of hate crimes because victim compensation programs are generally limited to violent crimes. Some programs explicitly cover hate crime, but are unclear as to whether all types of hate offenses are covered.

Second, eligibility requirements that force victims to cooperate with police and report crimes—often within strict time windows—fail to recognize many hate crime victims’ mistrust of authorities. States generally require that a victim report a crime in order to be eligible for compensation. Many states also impose strict time limits for reporting. In New York, victims seeking compensation have one week from the time of the crime to report it to law enforcement authorities. In Florida, victims have just 120 hours to report. In addition to reporting requirements, states generally also require victims seeking compensation to cooperate with the police and prosecutors. These requirements fail to recognize that hate crimes are vastly underreported in part because of the deep mistrust of police by communities traditionally victimized by hate crime.

Third, compensation is usually limited to victims and their dependents. This means that broader community members affected by hate crime are ineligible for compensation. As Part II outlines, hate crimes not only affect direct victims, but can also have deep psychological effects on members of the community to which the victim belongs.

Fourth, victim compensation programs are largely funded through state and federal fines and fees paid by individuals convicted of crimes. According to the White House Council of Economic Advisers, such fines and fees can force “the indigent formerly incarcerated to make difficult trade-offs between paying court debt and other necessary purchases,” and may also increase recidivism by compelling individuals to return to crime to pay their debts, among other issues. The increased use of fines and fees more generally has been a response to higher criminal justice spending in the context of mass incarceration, a phenomenon that disproportionately affects people of color. Victim compensation funds thus hide a sad and alarming irony: they aim to increase justice for victims, yet they draw revenue from serious injustices against the poor and individuals of color.

Expanding Victim Compensation to Address Hate Crime Victims’ Needs

Several changes to victim compensation programs would make these programs more just and better suited to the needs of hate crime victims. First, states should explicitly add hate crimes to the categories of offenses eligible for compensation. For instance, New York makes eligible victims of “hate crime charges who have not been physically injured.” This serves an expressive function regarding the significance of hate crime and acknowledges the psychological harms that hate crime victims endure. States should also explicitly compensate property crimes in the hate crime context.

Second, states should also ease restrictions on reporting crimes and on cooperating with police. At a minimum, states should eliminate strict time limits, thus allowing time for reticent and traumatized victims to report a crime. Ohio, for example, recently removed the 72-hour time
Beyond eliminating time limits, compensation programs should also consider alternatives to police reporting requirements. For example, state compensation programs could fund community programs to collect data about hate crime and to provide victim compensation to individuals directly. In the aftermath of a deadly hate attack in Portland, Oregon, the city announced a $350,000 grant for community groups “to act as a point of contact for those who have experienced hate crimes, to train individuals or groups [on] how to resist hate crime, or to gather, analyze and publicize data about such crimes.” With the city’s support and engagement, community groups created Portland United Against Hate (PUAH), which includes a community-run reporting system for hate crimes. Victim compensation programs can fund such initiatives both to collect data on hate crime and to provide compensation to individuals reluctant to report through law enforcement channels.

Third, states should consider expanding eligibility for compensation beyond immediate victims and their dependents, to provide support for others who share a victim’s identity who can demonstrate an impact from the hate crime.

Finally, states should decrease reliance on fines and fees as revenue for victim compensation programs and undo the disproportionate impact on the poor and communities of color. States could work with non-profit organizations to find alternatives to traditional fines and fees. In New York, for example, the Fines and Fees Justice Center has advocated to end tax caps that increase reliance on fines and fees and to encourage the use of means-adjusted fines. The American Bar Association (ABA) has also developed a set of guidelines to ensure “that fines and fees are fairly imposed and administered and that the justice system does not punish people for the ‘crime’ of being poor.”

Thus, state victim compensation programs can better address the harm from hate crime by adding hate crimes to categories of offenses eligible for compensation, broadening the definition of eligible victims, removing requirements that victims report offenses to law enforcement, and ensuring that funding for such programs does not rely on unjust fines and fees levied on convicted individuals.

**VICTIM ADVOCATE PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT HATE CRIME SURVIVORS**

Victim advocates can help hate crime survivors heal in the aftermath of incidents, addressing a shortcoming with the traditional hate crime legal model, which focuses on punishing the offender rather than helping targets overcome the harm they experienced. In addition, for survivors who pursue a criminal legal process, the support of victim advocates can help them navigate that process, including the challenges that often prevent the successful identification and prosecution of a crime as a hate crime.

Victim advocate programs offer various types of resources and assistance, such as providing emotional support, helping with victim compensation applications, and sharing information about a victim’s legal rights and options within the criminal legal system. There are generally three ways that victim advocate services are offered. First, many states and local governments make advocates available through police departments or prosecutors’ offices. Second, some governments provide these services through independent government agencies. And finally, national and local nonprofit community organizations also provide advocate services to individuals who are harmed by crime.

Victim advocate programs within community organizations may offer some distinct advantages over programs located within law enforcement or other government offices. First, community organizations are positioned to develop expertise...
and sensitivity in working with their respective constituencies. Dozens of community organizations provide victim advocate services to victims of bias- or hate-motivated crime.\textsuperscript{290} Most of these organizations serve survivors based on shared identities, which fosters greater trust and comfort among survivors. By contrast, few government offices appear to distinguish between general victim advocate services and services specific to survivors of hate crime, although some do exist. Chicago, for example, provides support specific to hate crime through its Commission on Human Relations, which makes available staff and volunteers to “accompany victims to court hearings, visit hate crime victims, and provide referrals for support services.”\textsuperscript{231} A 2003 analysis by the Urban Institute noted that one approach to better serve “underserved” victim groups—including hate crime victims—would be to “develop victim service programs within other types of organizations that currently work with underserved populations.”\textsuperscript{232}

Second, given that many survivors of hate crimes are hesitant to work with law enforcement, community organizations may be able to offer a welcoming environment to a wider array of survivors.\textsuperscript{233} Local community organizations are also able to support those who suffer from hate incidents that do not constitute crimes, such as hate speech that does not rise to the level of a criminal threat or assault. As one victim advocate organization in San Francisco notes, survivors of such non-criminal hate incidents “may not receive much affirmation of their experience from the wider community. This lack of affirmation or acknowledgment may increase isolation, lower self-esteem, and can leave someone vulnerable to further violence.”\textsuperscript{234}

Moreover, the 2003 Urban Institute report suggests that the isolation of victim advocates in government offices may diminish their effectiveness. That is, victim advocates in law enforcement or prosecutors’ offices often “work alone and are the only person in the office focused on the victim.”\textsuperscript{235} Some offices even use their victim-assistance staff members for “clerical functions rather than true victims services.”\textsuperscript{236} Moreover, government offices providing support to crime survivors have historically failed to be adequately sensitive to the particularized needs of survivors—often due to cultural barriers or outright bias.\textsuperscript{237} Relatedly, advocates within nonprofits may be better able to protect the confidentiality of information shared by survivors, as compared to government advocates. Indeed, the Urban Institute report notes that “collaboration between public-based advocates and non-profit advocates is difficult because public-based advocates may not be able to protect the confidentiality of the victim’s disclosures.”\textsuperscript{238}

That said, local community organizations are also limited in some substantial ways. Similar to victim compensation programs, the source of funding for these programs can present difficult questions. Some nonprofit organizations that provide victim advocate services to hate crime survivors receive funding from the Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) Victim Assistance Formula Grant Program, which comes with restrictions.\textsuperscript{239} And grants supporting victim advocate programs may come from the Crime Victims’ Fund (CVF), which draws on fines and fees assessed against convicted individuals.\textsuperscript{240}

On top of the specific concern around criminal fines and fees as a funding source, victim advocate programs struggle to receive adequate support in general. The Urban Institute report identified the dependence of community organizations on interns to meet staffing needs and the limited number of staff fluent in foreign languages as specific concerns.\textsuperscript{241} Funding restrictions also prevent groups from successfully reaching survivors.\textsuperscript{242} In addition, organizations serving particular racial, religious, or LGBTQ communities may be established in larger cities, but in smaller cities or rural communities, such groups may not exist at all.

Thus, victim advocacy in the hate crime context would benefit from greater public funding of community organizations to provide sensitive and
identity-specific support. Increased advocacy around divesting from police may provide an opportunity to direct funds to community groups. Policymakers should also ensure that cooperation with law enforcement or prosecution does not serve as a barrier to victim advocacy services, that advocates are trained to handle cases with sensitivity to the particular needs and cultural contexts of victims, and that availability of funding does not depend on the collection of fines, fees, or other costs assessed by the criminal legal system without a meaningful determination of ability to pay.243

Barriers to accessing mental health care for racial and ethnic minorities include lack of insurance, language issues, unavailability of culturally competent mental health care providers, and other issues.

CULTURALLY COMPETENT MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT
Culturally sensitive and tailored mental health care is essential to adequately respond to the harms of hate crime and to address the particular health needs of hate crime victims and affected community members. As Part I explains, hate crimes frequently inflict psychological harm on both direct victims and community members who identify with the victim. According to a 2019 report, hate crime victims may suffer from post-traumatic stress, a diminished “sense of belonging,” and a lack of “trust in relationships and social institutions.”244 Community members also experience psychological harm if they “perceive prejudice” against a member of their group, particularly depending on how strongly they identify with the shared group identity.245 Compounding the psychological consequences of hate crime, minority groups traditionally victimized by hate crime already face particular challenges in terms of mental health.246

Both racial minorities and LGBTQ people face serious barriers to receiving care. Barriers to accessing mental health care for racial and ethnic minorities include lack of insurance, language issues, unavailability of culturally competent mental health care providers, and other issues.247 The American Psychiatric Association underscores the problems that lack of culturally competent mental health care can cause, including underdiagnosis and misdiagnosis of conditions in racial and ethnic minority groups.248 Many members of the LGBTQ community have also faced stigma when seeking care, leading them to postpone or abandon care altogether.249

The psychological challenges already facing the populations affected by hate crime and the barriers to care underscore the need for culturally competent mental health care in the hate crime context. The Council of National Psychological Associations for the Advancement of Ethnic Minority Interests highlights the characteristics of a culturally informed mental health practice: professionals’ awareness of their own bias, their knowledge of clients’ differing worldviews, and their flexibility in incorporating culturally informed therapeutic practices and approaches in their treatment.250 Mental health scholars also outline the importance of “structural competency” to addressing discrimination and hate crime in mental health treatment.251 This approach involves not only creating a safe environment for individual clients and ensuring that care does not re-traumatize patients, but also fostering partnerships with community organizations to refer patients for legal or other services and encouraging broader community actions to combat hate or discrimination.252
Many organizations are working to increase access to culturally competent mental health care for hate crime victims. For example, some organizations are offering trainings for mental health professionals on caring for victims of hate crime and hate incidents. Portland United Against Hate (PUAH) trains mental health providers on how to address clients’ experiences of hate, “[i]ncorporate a multicultural and social justice orientation to the work,” and “[a]dapt trauma-informed care within the context of hate incidents.” These trainings were developed in conjunction with a university and include a 54-page guide for mental health professionals on how to respond to hate. PUAH also offers a shorter training for community members seeking guidance on how to respond to hate incidents through a trauma-informed lens.

In 2019, 89 community leaders, mental health professionals, and others attending these trainings, with over 80% of attendees rating the trainings as “excellent” or “very good” and over 80% expressing interest in follow-up programming.

Other organizations are working to support not only individuals directly affected by hate crime, but also community members. For example, the YWCA of Kalamazoo—an organization dedicated to “eliminating racism and empowering women”—offers both individual and group therapy to support “anyone who has directly or indirectly been impacted by a hate crime.” Other organizations have worked in more creative ways to address the collective fear and distress that hate crimes breed. The Maryland chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations, for example, co-sponsored a self-defense workshop for Muslim women and girls in response to a “post-election spike in hate incidents targeting Muslim women.” The workshop aimed to ease the feelings of fear and anxiety that hate incidents cause in the broader community.

Confidential telephone support may be another way to support victims of hate crime who are wary of seeking in-person care or those who live in geographical areas where culturally competent mental health services do not exist. Hesitation to seek care is an ongoing barrier for hate crime victims, many of whom face the social and cultural stigma of mental health conditions. Even for those who desire in-person mental health care, culturally competent services may be too distant or too expensive. Becky Monroe described how the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights’ Stop Hate project tried to secure an African American therapist for an African American woman in Mississippi in need of assistance, but could locate no one affordable within four hours of her home—suggesting the potential value of a telemedicine alternative.

An example in the sexual assault context could serve as a model for establishing a hate crime hotline. The National Sexual Assault Telephone Hotline provides survivors of sexual assault with confidential support from a trained staff member, including referrals for mental health support.

Calls are routed to different affiliates depending on the caller’s location; the affiliates “are organizations
or agencies dedicated to supporting survivors of sexual assault. If a single nationwide hotline would not be feasible in the hate crime context, given the multiplicity of cultural competencies service providers would need to address hate crime victims, national hotlines run by organizations serving particular populations—such as LGBTQ or Latinx people—might provide more tailored support. Such telephonic support could reach individuals hesitant to seek in-person support as well as those in areas where in-person support is not available.

Mental health practitioners, non-profit organizations, and local and state governments all have a role in ensuring the mental welfare of both direct and indirect hate crime victims. By practicing cultural competence, mental health professionals can better support hate crime victims and avoid misdiagnosis and underdiagnosis of conditions. Practitioners can also partner with local advocacy organizations to better address the structural discrimination and obstacles their clients face. Organizations can support hate crime victims through training programs for mental health professionals and programs to provide culturally competent mental health care for both hate crime victims and members of the broader community suffering the effects of hate crime. Local and state governments can support victims by funding such initiatives.

**SECURITY IMPROVEMENTS AND RESOURCES FOR TARGETED INSTITUTIONS**

The federal government and several states have responded to hate violence by allocating public funds to enhance the security of frequently targeted establishments. Many high-profile hate crimes in recent years have occurred in places of worship. Mosques and Jewish institutions, for example, have been frequent targets of bias-motivated violence. A new California law aims to “improve the physical security of nonprofit organizations, including schools, clinics, community centers, churches, synagogues, mosques, temples, and similar locations that are at a high risk for violent attacks or hate crimes due to ideology, beliefs, or mission.” Other states have used similar language in establishing their programs. These programs seek to prevent hate crimes, allay community anxieties, and express public condemnation of bias-motivated violence.

At the federal level, the Department of Homeland Security’s Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) operates the Nonprofits Security Grant Program (NSGP), which funds security enhancements at nonprofits that are “at high risk of a terrorist attack.” While this program is not explicitly tied to hate crime, there is substantial overlap in the organizations that would qualify. In 2020, the program was slated to provide up to $90 million in grants to eligible organizations—$50 million for nonprofits in urban areas and $40 million for organizations outside of urban areas. Organizations apply through state agencies that administer the NSGP grant program, which are also responsible for informing eligible nonprofits of the availability of the funds.

In addition to California, at least four other states have established security grant programs for organizations that are targeted by hate crime. Each of these states ties eligibility for funding to the likelihood that the organization could be targeted.

**By practicing cultural competence, mental health professionals can better support hate crime victims and avoid misdiagnosis and underdiagnosis of conditions. Practitioners can also partner with local advocacy organizations to better address the structural discrimination and obstacles their clients face.**
for hate crime and requires that the organization make some showing of how or why they are at risk. New York, for example, requests a “vulnerability assessment.”²⁸¹ State grant programs determine eligibility based on the protected categories in the state’s hate crime legislation²⁸² or federally protected categories.²⁸³

Most programs, including the federal NSGP program, do not require recipient organizations to spend their own money in implementing security enhancements funded by the grants, but some programs have a cost-sharing requirement.²⁸⁴ Programs generally allow for grant funds to go toward technology, equipment, personnel, and other resources to further safeguard the recipient from acts of violence. Some states administer these programs through the same office that administers NSGP funding—an arrangement that takes advantage of the fact that every state already has an agency designated to administer federal NSGP funding.²⁸⁵ Some states, however, choose to administer the programs separately.²⁸⁶

Benefits of Security Improvement Grant Programs
By alleviating anxieties and fears about violence, security enhancements for frequently targeted institutions directly address the community harm caused by hate crime. Broad community coalitions have supported legislation establishing security grant programs.²⁸⁷

While there appears to be little empirical research on the effectiveness of security enhancements for hate crime in particular, general studies of the effects of private security personnel and surveillance technology on crime rates are mixed.²⁸⁸ Community leaders have indicated that security improvements create peace of mind for community members in the wake of hate incidents, however. Cindy Watson, the executive director of the Jacksonville Area Sexual Minority Youth Network, after announcing bolstered security measures at the organization’s youth center following the Pulse Nightclub massacre, said, “What I want to do is encourage people to have courage, to have a strong heart and to not be controlled by fear because the purpose of a hate crime is to incite fear in the hearts and minds of a large community.”²⁸⁹

In addition, by channeling public resources to affected institutions, these programs also emphasize the collective responsibility for hate crimes in society. Following Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker’s signing of a state budget that included $1.5 million for nonprofit security grants, one Jewish community leader made the case that the budget sent a powerful message “that government has the back of communities, communities of faith, communities of minorities, communities under attack, communities that are being persecuted. …”²⁹⁰ Security enhancement programs thus may also serve the “messaging” function of current hate crime legislation.

Challenges and Limitations of Security Improvement Grant Programs
If security enhancements are not carefully implemented, however, such programs risk exacerbating existing tensions and anxieties. Many security improvements involve collaborating with law enforcement and other state and local government agencies. In fact, Maryland’s Protecting Against Hate Crimes program requires applicants to “describe how they will work collaboratively with Federal and State agencies and/or local partners as needed.”²⁹¹ Moreover, when grants are used to hire off-duty police officers to act as guards at religious institutions, the increased police presence can lead to greater surveillance of people of color. Some members of the Jewish community, for instance, have expressed concern that increased police patrols of synagogues in the wake of anti-Semitic attacks would exacerbate the “specific dangers faced by black people, who are viewed with suspicion and treated as potential criminals by the police. Increased security also fails to consider black Jews, who have been regarded as impostors, or potential criminals, who are not really Jewish and who do not belong in a synagogue.”²⁹²
Concerns about the uses of security grants arise in other contexts as well. For instance, most programs permit security grants to be used to install video cameras and other surveillance technology. But these technologies raise serious red flags for some minority communities. For instance, in 2016, San Diego installed 14,000 LED “smart” streetlights throughout the city equipped with cameras, mics, and sensors to collect data for city planning and traffic control and to provide the San Diego Police Department with raw video footage and other data. An analysis of the program found that “[m]any of the Mosques in the city of San Diego are under direct surveillance from these streetlights” and expressed concern that, given the involvement of Joint Terrorism Task Forces in the city, federal agencies could monitor the cameras, see who was entering and exiting mosques, and even pick up conversations among attendees. Given these issues, an Anti-Surveillance Coalition of civil rights and community leaders called on government officials to stop using smart streetlights until policy decisions involved the public and addressed these concerns.

Justice Department and DHS violence prevention grant programs can also increase law enforcement surveillance of vulnerable communities more surreptitiously, triggering distrust. The Obama administration’s Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) grant program was an anti-terrorism program that targeted predominantly American Muslim communities. It provided teachers, public health officials, social workers, and community leaders with training to identify potentially “radicalized” individuals based on dubious indicators that treated common religious practices and the expression of political grievances as warning signs to be reported to law enforcement. Some CVE grant recipients ultimately refused the funds in the face of community opposition to these programs. The Trump administration expanded CVE grant programs to cover a wider range of violent activity, renaming them Targeted Violence and Terrorism Prevention (TVTP) grants. According to the Privacy Impact Statement for the TVTP grant program, the DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis is explicitly authorized to conduct security investigations of TVTP grant applicants, their organizations, boards of directors, members, and anyone who publicly associates with them. DHS claims that the authority to conduct such investigations is based on implied consent, but not all of those subjected to these security measures may be aware a TVTP application had been submitted. Dozens of civil rights and community organizations appealed to DHS to end the TVTP grant program.

Given these concerns with the implementation of security measures, participation in the grant program should not require increased presence of law enforcement officers or the installation of surveillance technology. Some communities have developed resources to help make difficult decisions regarding protecting institutions without exacerbating the risks of surveillance. For example, the Council on American-Islamic Relations’ manual on “Best Practices for Mosque and Community Safety” provides several recommendations for community leaders working to safeguard Islamic institutions against bias-motivated violence and vandalism. In addition to addressing their own communities’ concerns, institutions should collaborate across racial, religious, and other lines to ensure that one institution’s attempt to bolster security does not inadvertently heighten insecurity for subsets of its own membership or others who live in the same neighborhoods.

An additional concern is that current eligibility requirements for security grants may disqualify highly targeted communities under models that rely on state statutory hate crime definitions. Funding eligibility in most existing security grant programs is tied to an institution’s risk of falling victim to hate crime. That stipulation requires that the institution serve people who are covered by current
hate crime legislation. This requirement does not pose a problem for jurisdictions with robust hate crime coverage, but jurisdictions with limited hate crime definitions may leave out certain at-risk groups, especially LGBTQ communities, whose institutions and social spaces are frequent targets. One option, even for states with inclusive hate crime laws, is to require applicants to show a risk of bias-motivated violence without the wholesale exclusion of groups that are not included in hate crime legislation.

Institutional security improvement grant programs enjoy wide support from affected communities and have the potential to serve some important objectives—in particular, mitigating community harms and risks. However, the effectiveness of these programs in serving these purposes in the hate crime context has not been subjected to any substantial study. Communities establishing such programs should take particular care not to require collaboration with law enforcement agencies as a condition of such grants, avoid security measures that heighten suspicion of marginalized people, and establish inclusive eligibility requirements that don’t leave out targeted groups.

COMMUNITY SOLIDARITY INITIATIVES

Given concern that law enforcement responses to hate violence often fail to address, or even exacerbate, the problem, targeted communities have organized to find alternative mechanisms to address the unmet needs of survivors and build collective resilience. Community solidarity actions have taken different forms in the hate crime context, such as providing survivors a non-law enforcement mechanism to seek assistance, collecting data about the scope of hate violence, expressing community outrage at the crimes and advocating in support of impacted individuals and communities. Following the mass shooting at the Pittsburgh Tree of Life Synagogue, Jewish community leaders noted that the united support they received across communities contributed to people feeling safe again. After recent anti-Asian attacks on elderly people in San Francisco and Oakland, community groups initiated interracial solidarity peace rallies, strolls through Chinatown to make Asian community members feel safe, bystander intervention trainings and cross-racial fundraising campaigns to support Asian American organizations.

Establishing Non-Law Enforcement Hate Crime Reporting Mechanisms

As discussed, many hate crime victims are reluctant to report these incidents to police, so organizations have developed to assist survivors outside, or parallel to, the criminal justice system. The New York City Anti Violence Program was established in 1980 to address a growing number of hate crimes targeting the LGBTQ community. NYC AVP started as a confidential emergency hotline for LGBTQ victims of violence and harassment. It has expanded over the years to provide free counseling, legal services, and advocacy to LGBTQ and HIV-affected survivors of any type of violence, whether from hate incidents, domestic violence, sexual violence, or police violence. From July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018, NYC AVP received over 3,100 hotline calls and provided services to 1,333 clients impacted by violence. By comparison, the New York Police Department, which has a dedicated hate crimes unit, reported a total of 310 hate crimes over the same period, 67 of which targeted LGBTQ victims. While this is not a perfect comparison because NYC AVP responds to multiple forms of violence, the volume of calls evidences the need for a non-law enforcement reporting mechanism in the LGBTQ community.

In addition to directly assisting hate crime survivors, non-law enforcement reporting mechanisms provide community organizations with a data source to measure the scope of the problem, both to raise public awareness and to assist advocacy efforts in support of victim communities. As anti-Asian hate
crimes increased during the Covid-19 pandemic, Asian Americans Advancing Justice – Asian Law Caucus, an organization formed in 1972 to address police harassment of Asian American youth in San Francisco, California, established its own hate crime tracker to measure the impact of these crimes.\textsuperscript{308} The AAAJ-ALC hate tracker webpage includes anonymized survivor stories that humanize the data into lived experiences, which is a powerful way to build empathy and spread awareness regarding the trauma resulting from racial harassment and violence. At a national level, the Stop AAPI Hate initiative was launched in March 2020 to report on anti-Asian hate incidents, identifying more than 6,000 incidents in its first year.\textsuperscript{309}

Building Cross-Community Alliances in Response to Hate Crimes

Since hate crimes are often intended to inflict a communal injury, community building practices can be an effective way to restore social cohesion in the aftermath of bias-motivated violence. In addition to establishing a hate crime tracker, AAAJ-ALC also partnered with Communities Against Hate, a consortium of more than 35 civil rights and social justice organizations across the nation led by the Leadership Conference Education Fund and the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, to act as a force multiplier in collecting data across communities, directing survivors to services, and raising public awareness to the national scope and impact of hate violence.\textsuperscript{310}

Local coalition building is also underway. In New York City, NYC AVP joined with eight other community-based organizations at a 2019 rally to urge the City Council to support the Hate Violence Prevention Initiative, a grassroots effort to reduce hate violence through community-led programs. The rally organizers noted that the traditional law enforcement response to hate violence does not prevent these crimes, nor “educate and heal communities.” The Hate Violence Prevention Initiative proposed to establish community-based, culturally competent hate violence reporting mechanisms; community-led transformative justice processes to hold accountable those that do harm and provide peer support and counseling to survivors; bystander trainings to empower community members to respond to hate violence and support survivors; and rapid incident response to provide support and education to impacted communities.\textsuperscript{311} The City Council funded $1 million to support the initiative, and later that year Mayor Bill de Blasio established the Office of Hate Crime Prevention to work with communities to address the roots of hate violence.\textsuperscript{312}

Community-led efforts in the aftermath of hate violence can serve the expressive function that hate crime laws were intended to achieve. Regardless of the law enforcement response to highly publicized incidents of hate violence, community-led efforts also allow the public to express condemnation of the crime and solidarity with the impacted individuals and communities. After a series of deadly anti-Semitic attacks in New Jersey and New York, tens of thousands of people marched from Manhattan to Brooklyn in support of the Jewish community.\textsuperscript{313}

Building community solidarity is an important avenue for elevating public awareness of hate crime issues and creating healing opportunities for victims and communities. Government support for these community-led initiatives may be a more effective way to respond to hate violence than re-investments in law enforcement efforts that often create more division than unity. Where hate crimes are intended to isolate and alienate targeted communities, programs designed to build social cohesion may provide a more effective response.
Conclusion

Over the last several decades, the U.S. Congress and most state legislatures have responded to public concerns about bigoted violence targeting minority communities by enacting hate crime laws that increased criminal penalties for a wide array of bias-motivated crimes. Many of these laws have been on the books for decades, but only a small percentage of law enforcement agencies acknowledge that hate crimes occur within their jurisdictions, and they report just a fraction of the bias crimes consistently documented in crime victim surveys. The persistent lack of enforcement of hate crime laws undermines the expressive purpose in passing them.

The primary impediments to a more effective law enforcement approach to hate crimes—including the distrust of police in many of the impacted communities and the reluctance of many in law enforcement to acknowledge these crimes in federal reporting—are unlikely to be resolved over the short term. As a result of these and other concerns, affected communities are seeking more effective responses to hate crimes. Some have begun experimenting with alternative approaches better designed to redress the harms inflicted by these crimes and empower resilience within targeted communities. This report examined these alternative approaches, documented the available evidence supporting them, and raised potential issues of concern. The purpose was not to advocate for or against any particular model or methodology, but rather to provide communities seeking to implement alternative responses to hate crimes with information they can use to design effective programs and avoid potential pitfalls.

The alternative models studied fall into two categories: restorative justice programs and social service programs designed to assist impacted communities. These models can be implemented separately or together and can operate either as an alternative to prosecution in the criminal justice system or as a parallel process designed to address unmet needs of impacted persons and communities.

Restorative justice programs are designed to identify and repair the individual and community harms caused by hate crimes, while demanding meaningful accountability for those who cause harm. Existing restorative justice programs have shown promise in providing more satisfying outcomes for impacted persons and decreasing recidivism among offenders, but the existing research examining the effectiveness of such programs in the hate crimes context evaluated programs outside the U.S. One of the primary concerns with implementing restorative justice programs, particularly when conducted in lieu of prosecution, is ensuring that participation by both victims and offenders is sincere and uncoerced.

Directing social services to individuals and communities impacted by hate violence is another method of restoring a sense of security, support, and well-being. Governments, individuals, and communities can invest in programs that provide compensation, professional support, and mental health services for survivors and others affected by hate crimes, including programs run by community
groups serving particular racial, religious, or LGBTQ communities. Grant programs can also enhance security at frequently targeted gathering places and institutions, if designed carefully to avoid the unintended consequences of government or private surveillance. Building stronger, inclusive, and caring communities can be a bulwark against hate violence.

Finally, this report demonstrates the need for greater investments in alternatives to the traditional law enforcement approach to hate crimes, to allow communities to experiment with these and other methodologies that might more effectively mitigate the harms they inflict. These programs should be subjected to rigorous study, to ensure they are implemented with the necessary attention to the constitutional rights of accused parties and the safety and well-being of impacted individuals and communities.
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